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An unknown enemy causes the appearance of multiple "time holes", forcing Sonic and his friends
back in time. As a result, Sonic must band together with his past self to defeat this enemy and fix the
timestream. Tails used to be to voiced by young boys. In fact, boys did his voice from Sonic
Adventure to Sonic Heroes. In Sonic Heroes, Tails' actor, William Corkery, was only 8 or 9, and could
have had a long career being that fox. But after being on the job for only two years, Corkery was
dismissed. From there, old sluts took over doing the little fox's voice to this day, and it seemed that
Sega would never use a boy again. As a Tails fan, I find this obscene and depressing, knowing that
Sega is disregarding the fact that Tails is a boy fox. I can imagine a lot young lads who thought of
doing Tails' words but have been denied because of Sega's absurdity.

Yes, this game is cute and colorful as any Sonic video game. But with the disgustingness Sega
continues to do to no end, I'll never play Sonic Generations or any subsequent Sonic game for as
long as I live. Thank you Sega for ruining Tails. After the disappointing sonic games on this gens
consoles, it's nice to see a game that stays true to the original sonic games. The 2D sections of this
game are almost exactly the same as the original sections. The 3D parts are also great! Each stage
is a recreation of a stage on a previous sonic games, whether it's sonic heroes or sonic unleashed,
they all play great.The boss enemies are epic too. You'll be surprised at how many characters from
the sonic series are in this game! Alsong with the main story, there are lots of challenges and an
online mode.Playing this game almost makes me want to play sonic unleashed... almost. Saga
couldn't have done a better job on bringing the series back to life, and I hope that the future sonic
games will be like this one. 646f9e108c 
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